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Abstract
Performing an automated adventitious lung sound detection is a
challenging task since the sound is susceptible to noises (heart-
beat, motion artifacts, and audio sound) and there is subtle dis-
crimination among different categories. An adventitious lung
sound classification model, LungRN+NL, is proposed in this
work, which has demonstrated a drastic improvement compared
to our previous work and the state-of-the-art models. This new
model has incorporated the non-local block in the ResNet archi-
tecture. To address the imbalance problem and to improve the
robustness of the model, we have also incorporated the mixup
method to augment the training dataset. Our model has been im-
plemented and compared with the state-of-the-art works using
the official ICBHI 2017 challenge dataset and their evaluation
method. As a result, LungRN+NL has achieved a performance
score of 52.26%, which is improved by 2.1-12.7% compared to
the state-of-the-art models.
Index Terms: adventitious lung sounds classification, mixup,
data augmentation, convolutional neural network, non-local
block

1. Introduction
Respiratory-related diseases, such as pneumonia and asthma,
are one of the leading causes of death in the world [1]. Aus-
cultation plays an important role in early diagnosis of these
diseases [2]. For example, crackle (the earliest sign of idio-
pathic pulmonary fibrosis [2]) and wheeze (asthma and chronic
obstructive lung disease [2]) can be recorded through a stetho-
scope and analyzed by a professional medical practitioner. De-
spite the ease of testing method, in the case of sudden, mas-
sive infectious respiratory-related diseases outbreak, such as the
pneumonia complication from the coronavirus [3], a shortage
of medical practitioners can further exacerbate the spread of the
diseases and increase of death rate. According to the World
Health Organization statistics, 45% of the state members re-
ported having less than 1 physician per 1000 population [4].
Therefore, it is necessary to develop an automatic respiratory
detection to reduce the workload for medical practitioners.

In 2017, the International Conference on Biomedical and
Health Informatics (ICBHI) has organized a classification com-
petition based on the adventitious lung sounds dataset for the
research community [5]. This dataset has inspired several re-
search groups to explore the problem with the statistical method
(HMM-GMM) and machine learning methods (boosted deci-
sional tree and SVM) and classify the dataset into 3 types of
adventitious lung sounds [6–8]. The introduction of deep learn-
ing has greatly improved detection accuracy. For example, [9]
proposed to use a deep recurrent neural network with a noise-
masking model, and [10] proposed to use a hybrid CNN-RNN
model to perform classification. In [11, 12], we have proposed
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Figure 1: An conceptual idea of the LungRN+NL with mixup
data augmentation.

a LungRBN model, which uses short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) and wavelet feature extraction methods together with a
product of two ResNet models through a fully connected layer
to achieve the best state-of-the-art accuracy. However, less at-
tention has been paid to finding ways to automatically augment
existing data to achieve a significant breakthrough in detection
accuracy.

To overcome this challenge, we propose an improved ad-
ventitious Lung Sound Classification, LungRN+NL, incorpo-
rate a non-local layer in ResNet neural network with a mixup
data augmentation method. Considering the key discrimination
among different categories, we choose short-time Fourier trans-
form (STFT), a time-frequency analysis method, to extract fea-
tures from lung sounds. The key contributions of our works are
summarized as follows:

1. Based on the medical characteristic of adventitious lung
sound ICBHI2017 dataset [5], we propose to use mixup
[13] to augment a new dataset for our LungRN+NL
model.

2. We introduce a non-local block [14, 15] in the ResNet
architecture to calculates the relationship across a differ-
ent position in the STFT spectrogram across time and
frequency domain.

3. We verify our proposed LungRN+NL model on the
ICBHI2017 dataset and we are able to achieve a per-
formance score of 52.26%, which is an improvement of
2.1-12.7% compared to the state-of-the-art modes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the data augmentation used for the adventitious
lung sounds classification. Section 2 details the non-local mod-
ule and our proposed network structure. Section 4 presents the
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Table 1: Distribution of Classes in ICBHI 2017 and after aug-
mentation method.

Before augmentation After augmentation
Amount Ratio Amount1 Ratio2

Normal 3643 0.528 2073 0.242
Crackle [C] 1874 0.271 3585 0.419
Wheeze [W] 886 0.128 1470 0.172

C+W 495 0.072 1431 0.167
Total 6898 1 8559 1

1 The amount is number of samples used for training.
2 Average categories ratio after augmentation. It was com-

puted in an epoch.

experimental methods and results with discussions. Finally, the
conclusion and summary are given in Section 5.

2. ICBHI 2017 Dataset and Data
Augmentation

2.1. Pre-processing ICBHI 2017 Dataset

ICBHI 2017 Dataset: In 2017, International Conference on
Biomedical and Health Informatics (ICBHI) has officially re-
leased the first open-source adventitious lung sound dataset,
which consists of a total of 5.5-hour recordings, containing an-
notated respiratory cycles from 126 subjects [5]. A record is
defined as the lung sounds collected from one patient and a cy-
cle is defined as an adventitious lung sound classification label.
Hence, this dataset comprises 3,642 “normal”, 1864 “crackle”,
886 “wheeze”, and 506 “crackle plus wheeze” cycles with a
total of 6,898 cycles. This dataset was collected from several
hospitals using different voice recording equipment. Thus, the
sampling frequency, background noise level, and the number of
respiratory cycles vary among patients.

Pre-processing: Since lung sound is feeble and susceptible to
different environment noises [2], such as heartbeat, motion arti-
facts and audio sound, a 5-th order Butterworth band-pass filter
helps to retain the frequency of interest from 100 to 2,000Hz.
Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) method [16] extracts im-
portant adventitious lung sound features in time and frequency
domain for each respiratory cycle. Considering the nonlinear
and non-stationary characteristic of adventitious lung sound [2],
we used a Hanning window of 0.02 seconds window length
and 0.01 seconds in hop length between two adjacent windows.
All recordings are processed with the min-max normalization
method [17] to standardize the data across different recording
devices. Since each respiratory cycle has varying lengths, we
have used stretching and compressing methods to fix the size of
each STFT spectrogram record with 128×128 matrices.

2.2. “Mixup” Data Augmentation method

Imbalance dataset is practically a common problem in all the
medical classification tasks due to the low probability of obtain-
ing abnormal samples [18]. As shown in Table 1, the ratio be-
tween the “normal” and “crackle plus wheeze” classes is 0.072
or 7.36× different. Data augmentation method is necessary to
address the imbalanced problem [19].

Since adventitious lung sound is feeble and susceptible to
different environment noises [2], traditional data augmentation
methods [20] generate new samples by changing the character-
istic of the signals in time or frequency domain. However, these

methods is not effective in improvement in detection accuracy,
which is observed through our experimental result in Section
4.2.

To address the aforementioned problem, we have proposed
to mixup method [13], which is a data-agnostic data augmen-
tation method that makes decision boundaries transit linearly
from class to class and provides a smoother estimate of uncer-
tainty. To apply the mixup method in the ICBHI 2017 dataset,
we first have to understand the characteristics of each adven-
titious lung sound type. For example, the characteristics of
crackle sound tends to have short and explosive sound, which
can be viewed as a specific sound event with normal lung sound
as background. Hence, it is reasonable to combine “normal” cy-
cles with “crackle” cycles to increase the number of “crackle”
cycles in the dataset. Similarly, the number of “wheeze” cy-
cles in the dataset can be increased by combining the “normal”
cycles and “wheeze” cycles. The new “crackle plus wheeze”
cycles are obtained by mixing the “crackle” and “wheeze” cy-
cles.

To combine two randomly selected samples with their la-
bels in the training dataset and generate a new set of sample and
label, which can be described as follow:

x̃ = λxi + (1− λ)xj ,
ỹ = λyi + (1− λ)yj ,

(1)

where (xi, xj) are two feature vectors and (yi, yj) are one-hot
encoded class labels of the two features. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a random
number generated according to Beta distribution [17].

Although one-hot encoded label vector is popular in classi-
fication task, it might not be appropriate for adventitious lung
sound classification project. In reality, there is no quantitative
standard to diagnosis adventitious lung sounds and medical staff
analyzes each sample according to their experience. Further-
more, the severity of the illness varies among patients and it is
hard to obtain the identical results for the same type of illness.
Therefore, to address the aforementioned problem, we use prob-
ability function to represent the generated label vector with the
value varying from 0 to 1, which is determined by λ.

Figure 2 illustrates the procedure of using a mixup method
for the adventitious lung sounds dataset used in our work. For
each batch of data, the “normal” cycles are combined with the
“crackle” and “wheeze” cycles using the mixup method to gen-
erate a new set of “crackle” and “wheeze” cycles, respectively.
The “crackle” and “wheeze” cycles are combined to generate
“crackle plus wheeze” samples. The new label vectors gener-
ated by the mixup method are computed by 1. Note that for
the labels newly generated for “crackle plus wheeze” cycles are
kept in a one-hot encoding format.

3. LungRN+NL Neural Network
Architecture

Non-Local Block: Compared to our previous works [11, 12],
we have introduced a non-local block [14, 15] in the ResNet
architecture to calculates the relationship across a different po-
sition in STFT spectrogram across time and frequency domain.
The non-local layer is defined as:

yi =
1

C(x)

∑
∀j

f(xi, xj)g(xj), (2)

where yi is the output of the non-local layer and it is computed
by combining xi and all possible positions xj in the input spec-
trogram. The relationship between xi and xj is computed by
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Figure 2: The proposed data augmentation result using the
mixup method with ICBHI 2017 dataset.

a pairwise function f . The function g represents the response
of input signal at position j and it is implemented with a con-
volution operation with a kernel size of 1.

∑
∀j f(xi, xj) is

normalized by the function C.

Ref. [14] provides several different methods of implement-
ing the function f , including dot product, concatenation, em-
bedded Gaussian. After our preliminary study on our Lun-
gRN+NL model with the ICBHI 2017 dataset, we choose to
use the embedded Gaussian function to compute the relation-
ship between xi and xj . The embedded Gaussian function is
given as follow:

f(xi, xj) = eθ(xi)
T φ(xj), (3)

where θ and φ are two convolution operations with a kernel
size of 1. Note that the embedded Gaussian function has a
self-attention mechanism, which helps to further reduce the
loss [21].

LungRN+NL Neural Network: Figure 3 illustrates our pro-
posed neural network architecture with the STFT spectrogram
as inputs for adventitious lung sounds classification. To enlarge
the receptive field [22] when the signals propagate through the
layers in the neural network, we propose to use a 2D convolu-
tional layer to expands the number of time and frequency chan-
nels Subsequently, we use ResNet-I layers to reduce the size of
STFT spectrogram.

To learn the characteristic of lung sounds through time and
frequency domain, we employ several ResNet-II layers with the
2D convolution to process spectrogram. A non-local layer is
inserted between ResNet-II layers to break the local time and
frequency limit from the convolutional neural network, which
means the non-local layer computes the relationship of a po-
sition with other positions across time and frequency domain.
Lastly, after the signals propagated through the ResNet-II, we
have used a group normalization GN [17], nonlinear ReLU acti-
vation function [17] and average pooling layer [17] with a fully-
connection layer to classify the cycles into 4 different classes.

The details of the ResNet-I, ResNet-II and non-local layers
are shown in Figure 3, respectively. The characteristic k means
the kernel size of the convolutional operation and in non-local
part, H, W, C represents the height, width and channel number
of output from the last layer respectively. The C’ denotes the
number of channels for output.

Loss function: After performing the mixup data augmentation
method, some label are not encoded in one-hot format. There-
fore, to improve the learning ability of LungRN+NL on the dis-
tance between labeled vector and the predicted vector, and to
achieve optimal trade-offs between sensitivity, Se and speci-
ficity, Sp, we propose the following loss function:

loss =− 1

N

N∑
n=1

4∑
c=1

[pcync · logσ(xnc)

+ (1− ync) · log(1− σ(xnc))],

(4)

where xnc and ync refer to the cth element in predicted vector
and label vector of the nth cycle, respectively. N is the total
number of examples in each batch. pc is the weight of solely
positive examples to allow the LungRN+NL network to focus
on adventitious lung sounds. It was used to trade of specificity
and sensitivity.

4. Experiment Results
4.1. Experimental Setup and Evaluation Methods

Evaluation Methods: In this work, we have adopted the same
evaluation method used in the official ICBHI 2017 contest [5].
The scoring method is defined as:

Sensitivity, Se =
Pc + Pw + Pb

Crackle+Wheeze+Both
, (5)

Specificity, Sp =
Pn

Normal
, (6)

score =
Se + Sp

2
, (7)

where Pc, Pw, Pb and Pn are the number of correctly predicted
records in four types of lung sounds, respectively. Crackle,
Wheeze, Both and Normal are the total number of instances
in each type of lung sound records, respectively.

Experimental Setup: In the experiments, we have imple-
mented our LungRN+NL lung sound classification model with
Pytorch in Python and tested it on our workstation with a 64-bit
Linux machine with Intel i7-7800X 3.50GHz processor and an
Nvidia GTX 2080TI graphics card.

We train the LungRN+NL model using an SGD optimizer
with momentum and batch gradient descent [17]. The initial
learning rate is 0.12 and it reduced to 0.1 times every 50 epoch.
A 25% dropout rate is used to avoid over-fitting. A maximum
batch size of 32 samples is used due to the limit in the GPU’s
memory.

4.2. Results and discussion

Evaluation of Data Augmentation Methods and Discussion:
Table 2 illustrates the performance of our LungRN+NL with
different data augmentation methods1. By comparing the per-
formance of each data augmentation method, LungRN+NL has
achieved the best sensitivity and score. The proposed mixup
method has shown to be effective in identifying adventitious
lung sound even without the use of traditional sound data aug-
mentation methods.

Benchmark and Discussion: To make a comprehensive
comparison with the state-of-the-art models [6–11], we have
adopted two types of dataset division method: the official

1https://github.com/makcedward/nlpaug
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Figure 3: Our proposed LungRN+NL neural network architecture. (a) An overview of the proposed architecture (b) The details of
ResNet-I, ResNet-II and non-local layers used in LungRN+NL.

Table 2: Performance comparison for LungRN+NL using dif-
ferent data augmentation methods. The augmentation methods
are: (a) crop audio’s segment randomly; (b) Adjust audio’s vol-
ume; (c) Inject noise; (d) Mask audio’s segment; (e) Adjust au-
dio’s pitch; (f) Adjust audio’s speed.

Method Se Sp Score

Crop 38.09% 48.33% 43.21%
Loudness 30.98% 64.14% 47.56%

Noise 29.84% 71.16% 50.50%
Mask 33.33% 68.70% 51.02%
Pitch 31.99% 61.51% 46.75%
Speed 34.01% 67.93% 50.97%

LungRN + NL 41.32% 63.20% 52.26%

method [5] and the 5-fold cross-validation [9, 10]. The com-
parison results are presented in Table 3. Column Se, Sp and
score refer to the sensitivity, specificity and score reported
in the state-of-the-art models [6–11] and our evaluation result
from our LungRN+NL model. LungRN+NL achieves Se, Sp

and score of 41.32%, 63.20% and 52.26%, respectively. Lun-
gRN+NL has made an improvement of 2.1-12.7% in the of-
ficial method compared to the state-of-the-art models, respec-
tively [6–8, 11]. Since Se and Sp refer to the network’s ability
to recognize adventitious lung sound and the network’s abil-
ity to identify the normal sound, respectively, our method has
improved Se by 10.2% and 15.06% compared to the best state-
of-the-art model [11] and [10], and achieved the best result in
identifying adventitious lung sound.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we propose LungRN+NL, which is a ResNet neu-
ral network architecture a with non-local layer to perform clas-
sification on the adventitious lung sound ICBHI2017 dataset.
To address the imbalanced problem, we have proposed to aug-

Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art models

Reference Se Sp Score

Official1

[6] - - 39.56%
[7] 20.81% 78.05% 49.43%
[8] - - 49.86%
[11] 31.12% 69.20% 50.16%

LungRN+NL 41.32% 63.20% 52.26%

5 Fold2
[9] 58.43% 73.00% 65.70%
[10] 48.63% 84.14% 66.38%

LungRN+NL 63.69% 64.73% 64.21%

1 Initial learning rate = 0.12, dropout = 0.25.
2 Initial learning rate = 0.15, dropout = 0.15.

ment the adventitious lung sound classes using the mixup
method. Based on the official ICBHI2017 scoring standards, we
provide conclusive evidence that the LungRN+NL has achieved
a performance score of 52.26%, which is improved by 2.1-
12.7% compared to the state-of-the-art models [6–11]. How-
ever, we find that there are rooms for improvement to achieve
higher accurate classification results.
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